U.S. Senator John Chafee visited Bryant in an effort to encourage support for Rhode Island Republican candidates on Sunday night. Chafee was a guest of the Bryant College Republicans and the Rhode Island Federation of College Republicans.

Chafee, former Secretary of the Navy and governor of Rhode Island, was recently recognized for his health care package, Health Equity and Access Reform Today (HEART). HEART is a "middle of the road" plan falling somewhere between Clinton's health plan and ideas presented by Chafee's more conservative counterparts.

While Chafee promotes Clinton's push for universal access, he opposes Clinton's desire to make all businesses, especially small ones, pay for the coverage of their employees.

He also prefers relying on competition among health care operators as opposed to government intervention.

Chafee presently is also the ranking Republican of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, which last year established new laws to protect wetlands by further regulating construction near wetlands and setting new building guidelines.

In his short speech, Chafee emphasized his concern for a lack of Republican representation in the state of Rhode Island.

"One nice thing about being a Republican in Rhode Island, is there is plenty of work to do. There are not many of us around," he added.

"No election is easy for a Republican in this state...we need all the help we can get."

Chafee then introduced and handed over the platform to the four Republican candidates for the state's two congressional districts.

The four contenders for the House of Representatives seats are, respectively, in the first district, Paul Green, Val Colozzi, and Dr. Kevin Vigliante, and in the second district, Dr. John Elliot.

The First Congressional District seat will be empty this fall since Congressman Ron MacEachen is running for governor. Rhode Island State Representative Patrick Kennedy will be running on the Democratic ticket.

The candidate forum attracted students and representatives from many local colleges other than Bryant, including Brown University, Rhode Island College, the University of Rhode Island, Providence College, and Johnson & Wales University.

Participants had the opportunity not only to listen to the guest speakers, but also to meet them and collect information on how to become campaign volunteers.

Despite advertising the forum in The Archway and posting fliers around campus, few members of the Bryant community were in attendance. Paul V. Liss, co-vice chairman of the Bryant College Republicans, said, "The turnout was kind of disappointing. We tried to get the word out since it was a great opportunity to hear one of the greatest Senators speak. Chafee certainly showed how the Republicans are well represented."

Also speaking were Luc Almond, candidate for governor, and Republican Party Chairman John Holmes.

**It's Greek Week '94**

Members of the Greek Community participate in the tug-of-war during last year's Greek Week celebration.

**Take a Turn to Directions**

"It's what students need and what they're asking for," said Doris Horridge, Health Educator, about the new Directions Dance Club at Bryant. Recently developed by Bryant's peer educators this new program aims to give students an alternative to drinking on Friday nights.

Rob Gougas and Jennifer Flanagan are co-sponsors of the dance club, developed by the Bryant APES at a retreat last January. The main focus of the retreat was to develop ways to reduce alcohol use and abuse on campus. Together with Residence Life and Bryant Center Operations, the peer educators began the dance club on April 8.

"I think it's going to be successful—it's just a matter of time. We've had a good turnout so far, but we need to build on it to make sure the program continues," said Flanagan.

Directions is located in South Dining Hall every Friday from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Music is provided by various DJs as black lights and strobe lights illuminate the room. In addition, snacks and "mocktails," such as Sex on the Beach and Piña Colada, provided by BACCHUS, are available.

A $1.00 donation per student is used as a fundraiser for various causes, such as the John DeShaw Memorial Fund. Student organizations are welcome to work the door and keep the proceeds.

"We are trying to provide students with as many alternatives to drinking as possible, especially on Friday and Saturday nights," Horridge commented. "We're pooling our resources for next semester and hope the program will continue successfully."

On April 29, the dance club will begin immediately following the scheduled comedy. Also, on May 6, freshmen are admitted free and the first 50 students will receive free Bryant College key chains.

**Music Groups Making Plans for the Fall**

submitted by English Department

Bryant's two student music groups —The Bryant Jazz Ensemble and the Bryant Chorale—will hold auditions next week to consider organizing as official Bryant student organizations.

Both groups currently meet for practice once a week with their music directors.

However, it has been proposed that if each group has a charter and a slate of officers, the students can make more of a commitment to the program and work together more effectively between practice sessions. As one faculty member observed, "Students get more involved in an activity if they 'own' it."

That certainly seems the case with the Bryant Players, whose lively and highly entertaining "Little Shop of Horrors" production just completed a very successful run. It is the case with a number of club sports as well.

Music directors Ted Casher and Mark Colozzi are eager to start off next fall with a group of students who can represent the ensemble and the chorale at the annual fall activities fair and plan a tentative schedule of performances.

Students now involved or who would like to become involved next fall are urged to attend the organizational meetings. The Jazz Ensemble will meet this Tuesday, April 26 at 6:30 in the Music Room (first floor of the Bryant Center). The Chorale will meet this Wednesday, April 27 at 6:30 and also in the Music Room.

Additional details are included in announcements published in this edition of The Archway. For further information, students may call Extension 6262.
Pull Together, Not Apart

It's a nice change of pace to see so many letters to the editor. The past couple of weeks show students on this campus really do have an opinion after all. However, it is hard to ignore the underlying theme of many of these letters.

A couple of weeks ago it was the fraternities and sororities against the athletes claiming they weren't supporting one another. Now the campus has divided over Spring Weekend plans. Although it may only be a few people voicing their opinions, it unfortunately exemplifies the growing disunity among Bryant's organizations and members.

While students have different reasons for joining organizations, most everyone sees involvement as an opportunity to meet new people and gain personal satisfaction. Why then, if everyone shares the same goals, does it seem like organizations are finding fault with each other? One problem could be bitterness because organizations sometimes don't get recognition for what they do well. Instead, they frequently receive negative feedback if they receive feedback at all.

For example, considering all the complications, students don't seem to appreciate that we have any band at all for Spring Weekend. Arguably, SPB could have done a better job keeping the community more informed of their struggles to find a band. Maybe then there would be more understanding and less criticism when the band was finally announced.

Placing the blame on one organization or criticizing those who aren't involved is not the answer to the problem. Future conflicts, misunderstanding and lack of understanding could be avoided by simply working with each other, not against each other.

Angelo L. Cordellino
Managing Editor

WJMF Supports Involvement

To the Editor:

This is an open letter to Mr. Chris Talmadge in response to his letter to the editor last week. We at WJMF would like to inform him that WJMF, prior to this year, had never had any involvement with Spring Weekend. This year, we were asked by SPB to help open a band, which WJMF would support.

This is where Superbug comes into it. They won the 1994 WBRU Rock Hunt. They are an alternative band with a lot of potential, and should not be neglected by the SPB. The reason why they are no alternative band is because they are not familiar with their music.

Why do you think this has become an alternative campus? WJMF does not force music format on anyone. People listen to us because alternative music has exploded with popularity over the past few years. We at WJMF realize Bryant is not an "alternative campus" and many other institutions are considered. This is probably why most of our listeners are off campus. We are not trying to make this campus embrace the type of music we play. We simply offer a service to the community by providing it with a source of new music.

Finally Chris, before you knock WJMF again, think back to when you used to be a part of our organization. You dropped out before you even made it through the entrance process. We were more professional and involved in the community.

We would like to wish everyone a safe and enjoyable Spring Weekend. Remember, it will only be as fun as you make it. So, how much effort you put into this event and wish you success.

The WJMF Executive Board
Scott Turkien, General Manager
Bryan Palmisano, Chief Engineer
John Gordon, Program Director

Behind The Scenes of Spring Weekend

To the Editor:

I would like to begin by saying I hope everyone has a great Spring Weekend. The Student Programming Board has been working vigorously to put together a weekend that everyone can enjoy by all, but the planning has not been very easy this year. This letter is not a response to Chris Talmadge's letter to the editor, but also a clarification of the Spring Weekend planning process, particularly the process of contracting a band.

As a result of this vote, we were given a list of available bands. Next, SPB members voted on their choice out of those within their price range. The top five choices from this vote were included in a letter to the editor of The Archway. Students were encouraged to respond and provide input to their favorite band. As a result of this poll, The Mighty Mighty Bosstones were the overwhelming first choice.

Negotiations began and the contract was being formed when the Bosstones became concerned about any competition a performs at Bryant posed to their performances in Providence two nights before their play date here. Reassurances were made that there would be no problems, yet two days before Spring Break they canceled. With only six weeks left until Spring Weekend, "most big bands" were already contracted, including the others on the survey.

Our next option was to try and outbid other schools. Unfortunately, the bands who were enjoyed by all, the planning has not been very easy this year. This letter is not a response to Chris Talmadge's letter to the editor, but also a clarification of the Spring Weekend planning process, particularly the process of contracting a band.

As a result of this vote, we were given a list of available bands. Next, SPB members voted on their choice out of those within their price range. The top five choices from this vote were included in a letter to the editor of The Archway. Students were encouraged to respond and provide input to their favorite band. As a result of this poll, The Mighty Mighty Bosstones were the overwhelming first choice.

Negotiations began and the contract was being formed when the Bosstones became concerned about any competition a performs at Bryant posed to their performances in Providence two nights before their play date here. Reassurances were made that there would be no problems, yet two days before Spring Break they canceled. With only six weeks left until Spring Weekend, "most big bands" were already contracted, including the others on the survey.

Our next option was to try and outbid other schools. Unfortunately, the bands who were enjoyed by all...
Alternatives are Available

To the Editor:

In last week's issue of The Archway the moving reporter asked if there was a problem with drugs and alcohol on this campus to several Bryant College students. Many of the students replied that there was no problem on campus. Although, the ones that did feel there was a problem requested more non-alcoholic events. There are plenty of alcohol-free events on this campus which are sponsored by several organizations. These events are advertised as much as possible to enhance the success of these programs. However, it is not feasible for organizations to go out and "recruit" people to come and be apart of their sponsored events. These programs are made available to the students to provide an alternative choice. In essence, it is the student's responsibility to find these programs if they want them. They are available to you. You just have to be aware of them and be willing to participate in their success.

Jen Flanagan
Peer Educator

A Better Way

To the Editor:

Conflict is an inevitable part of life, and in fact, can provide the impetus for personal growth and development. Some ways of dealing with and working through conflict, however, don’t result in learning at all, and are consequently productive of the goals of the College. And that is particularly the case when people use their fists to solve problems rather than reason.

Violence on campus has become the subject of numerous research projects, books, journal articles and conferences. A number of Bryant staff members, administrators and students have attended these programs in the past to try to reduce the number of violent acts on campus and help build a more cooperative community. One thing they have learned is that violent acts can be as subtle as a prank phone call or off-hand comment to as flagrant as a physical or sexual assault. None of these behaviors has any place on the Bryant campus because each simply results in more violence.

As we enter the last part of the semester, the potential for violence increases as the level of stress and fatigue increases. Temperatures can flare in the classroom or residence halls, and result in violence perpetrated against another student, an administrator, staff or faculty member. And remember that threats and intimidating behaviors condoned or ignored by any member of the campus community are a form of violence that will only create the climate for a potentially violent "payback."

When you are the victim of violence, you can fight back — using all the official means available to you, such as reporting the violent behavior to your Resident Assistant, Resident Director, Public Safety, the Dean of Students or any other campus official.

One way or the other, we are all victims of campus violence — let's all be involved in combating it. It seems to me that would be a better way for us to deal with conflict and grow as a community.

F. J. Talley
Dean of Students

SPB Efforts Appreciated

To the Editor:

I would like to commend all the members of the Student Programming Board for everything you have done to plan what is sure to be an exciting and successful Spring Weekend.

This time of year is stressful for all of us. Research papers, exams, and group projects take up much of your time. You all have generously given of your time to ensure a fan-filled weekend for the rest of your fellow students.

Contrary to what Mr. Talmadge believes, members of SPB are not elected representatives of the student body here at Bryant. Rather, SPB's membership consists of dedicated groups of students who volunteer their time to plan the entertainment on campus. They need encouragement and input from the rest of the student body in order to make as many people as happy as possible. The best way to voice your opinion is to get involved yourself. Perhaps Mr. Talmadge should use his energy to get more involved on campus rather than criticize the efforts of those who already are.

The SPB programmers try very hard to get more outside student involvement. Check The Archway's weekly calendar of events. I know that a number of planning meetings were held for Spring Weekend and all were invited to attend. Those with suggestions should have attended those meetings, sent their suggestions to the Weekend's coordinators.

Mr. Talmadge, if you don't like what's happening please continue to bring it to my attention. It is your own fault for not lending a helping hand. You, and the rest of the Bryant Community, were certainly given plenty of opportunities to do so.

Once again, thanks SPB for all of your efforts. Some people on this campus really do appreciate them.

Paul Nunes '94

SPRING WEEKEND, continued from page 2

By Matthew Andrews

Students For A Safer Campus

Illegal Entry to Motor Vehicle April 12 - DPS officers took a walk-in report from a complainant that his vehicle had been illegally entered. The complainant stated that he lost his keys over the weekend and was not able to relocate them. Between the dates of April 10 and April 12, 1994 subject(s) entered the complainant's vehicle, which had previously been locked. The subject(s) did not enter the vehicle forcibly, but did notice the interior was littered with remains of pizza boxes and paper plates.

Vandalism

April 15, 1994 - A DPS officer was dispatched to the Bryant Center to take a report from a student whose car was damaged. The student claims that the vehicle's convertible top was cut to gain entry to the vehicle. There were also signs of forced entry into the trunk. Anyone with any information on this incident is asked to contact the DPS.

April 16, 1994 - DPS officers were dispatched to take a complaint from a student whose towed vehicle had been vandalized. The student who filed the complaint claimed that upon returning to his dorm room he found a male subject asleep. $100 in light brown hair sitting in his townhouse. The student noticed that the subject appeared to be highly intoxicated. The student then through the subject out of his townhouse and began to check for damage. After determining that approx. $500.00 in damage had been done to the townhouse, the complainant called the DPS office to file a report. As the area was cordoned off, however, no one fitting the description could be located. Anyone with any information is asked to call the DPS office.

Larceny

April 12, 1994 - DPS officers took a report from the library about the possibility of a stolen copy key. Later that day DPS officers were again contacted by the library with evidence of the theft. The subject who had taken the key had apparently used it to make free copies on the copier. In order to verify that the key had been stolen library workers had placed a piece of tape over the slot, which had been broken. Anyone with any information as to the whereabouts of this key is asked to contact the DPS office, you may remain anonymous.

Trespass

April 17, 1994 - DPS officers took a report of a possible trespass. The victim stated that two individuals entered the bedroom and began to physically shake her to wake her up. When the two individuals were staring her in the face. The victim began to scream and asked the individuals to leave. The individuals did not leave and continued to harass the victim. After a small amount of time the victim covered the individuals to leave. Upon leaving the room the individuals turned on an iron and marked up the victim's chalkboard. The victim was able to positively identify the two individuals. The victim decided not to file charges with the Smithfield Police Department however will be charged internally.

Incident Summary

EMT Calls 8

Vehicles Stolen 8

Vandalism 7

Fire Alarms 3

Illegal Entry 1

Larceny 1

Harassment 1

Disorderly Conduct 2

Alcohol Confiscation 2

Alcohol Violation 1

Key Confiscation 1

Trespass 1

The Public Safety Beat is sponsored in part by DPS and Students For A Safer Campus in order to comply with the Federal Students Right-To-Know and Campus Security Act.

The Director of Public Safety, George Carronada, is available every Wednesday, 12-1 p.m., at the Bryant Center Conference Room #1 to meet with students about any concerns.

DPS encourages the use of your escort service which is available 24 hours a day to anyone upon request. Call 252-4001.

Federal Program

Let's You Work From Your Home

In Your Spare Time

Set Your Own Hours

No Experience Needed

Guaranteed Income

Be Your Own Boss!

Call Now

713-387-5407

1-800-618-5584

D & K Assoc.

6180 HWY 6 N. Ste. #257

Houston, TX 77088
**FEATURES**

**Thursday, April 21, 1994**

**Be Off: Hope, the Lord Has Been Raised**

The early friends of Jesus received the peace of the Lord. They saw Jesus, touched him, and, up through the ages, have given witness to the love of Christ.

That same message of hope is presented to us in the Easter proclamation. Whatever keeps us from walking in the light, from truly loving ourselves and others, from hoping and the joy that first felt by those early disciples.

The time is ripe in our society, our schools, and our communities to give hope and encouragement. Sometimes we are helpless in responding to the needs of others. We may even be tempted to give in to the darkness. The resurrection of Christ must be at the root of our renewed commitment to love Christianly.

This generation has been chosen by God to live out the peace of the Lord and to touch Christ raised in the lives of those around you — those who need the message of hope and the peace which Christ seeks to give. Reach someone else, and touch Christ raised in the lives of others. May we do so.

When you feel sorry for yourself, disappointed, or unjustly treated, recall the premise of last night and the peace which Christ seeks to give. Reach someone else, and touch Christ raised in the lives of others. May we do so.

**Leukemia Society Auction a Success**

The Leukemia Society, with the help of Beta Theta Pi, held its 11th annual auction last Thursday night. The "Something for Everyone" auction raised $5,500 for Leukemia research, breaking the mark set last year. This is the second year in a row that Beta Theta Pi has aided the Leukemia Society in conducting their annual auction.

Beta Theta Pi would like to thank everyone who helped out to make this year’s auction a success. If anyone is interested in helping the Leukemia Society in any way, call 232-4065.

**Why ROTC Has the Right Choice for Me**

by Rebecca Tracy

From the beginning of high school I knew I would not want to go to college. My parents saved money, but it wasn’t going to be enough to pay for school. My mother told me that I needed to join the ROTC program and she thought it would be the perfect choice for me. I applied for and received a 4-Year ROTC scholarship. Coming into the program I really didn’t know what to expect. My original reason for joining ROTC was the money. The school I was looking at was seven years out of my range, so I had to rely on scholarships. Now, after being in the program for three and a half years, my views about the program and my reasons for being in the program have changed.

I’ve been in the ROTC since my freshman year, but you get much more out of the program than just your ROTC education, you get much more out of the program than just your education. In my program I’ve gained leadership skills, I’ve learned about the history of the United States, I’ve met a lot of people while being in different units at the same time. You also allow yourself to grow in other aspects of your life if you can’t afford an expensive school.

As a ROTC freshman, cadets get to experience many things. Two times per semester cadets go on a field training exercise where they are grouped with cadets from other schools in this area. Repelling and shooting M16s are some of the fun things you get to do. It’s great way to have fun, and experience Army life at the same time.

This experience has really changed the way I see the军. I’ve met people from all over the country and all over the world. I’ve seen the Army at work and I’ve seen the Army in action. I’ve seen the Army at work and I’ve seen the Army in action.
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All Alone (In All) Is All We Are

Deborah A. Allard
Archway Staff Writer

The following is a poem that encompasses the titles of numerous songs and albums by Nirvana (song and album titles are in bold faced letters).

There is Nothing In The Way they all follow me, So I Serve The Servants to help them see, But after a while it all begins to Drain You. The fans get Very Ape and begin to blame you.

All I asked was for you Come As You Are, instead you brought your friend Polly, which was only a Downer, She thought I was A Son Of A Gun, I wanted to drown her. She also said I was In Bloom, that I would go far, Funny, I thought I was just some Lounge Act, I’d become a Hairspray Queen before I ever became a star.

But the people would not stay Away, and the fever began to Breed, Undue credit suddenly given to me for many a Scintillating Apprentice Who prospered when the Seattle scene took toll. My label told me to Milk It for all it was worth, To fill my Heart Shaped Box until it bursts. Suddenly, though, my Beeswax was everyone’s business, The world an enormous Anxieties from all of the stress.

How is it that people expect me to be their father, if I’ve never even been A Son? They yearn for me the same way I desire Molly’s Lips, Drink my entire cup, rather than take a few sips, Treating me like a Leo Zeppelin, like the Chosen One.

In my dreams I take one last Dive from the stage, Then Turnaround from the noise, close my eyes to the glare, For a woman to come slowly into my dream, for me to be the center of attention, when what I wanted was invisibility, for my world to come slowly to silence before me, and for me to be happy.

For all it was worth, distribution to the comers of To the surprise of maybe a few, semesterreach, It is distributed, but not to the comers of the state. It is distributed, but not to the comers of the country. It is distributed, but not to the comers of the world.

Treating me like an Aero Zeppelin, like the Chosen One.

All that is left for my tomorrow is the Big Long Now. But fear not, Frances Farmer Will Have Her Revenge On Seattle.

Cobain, cont. from page 4

distributed to the corners of the Earth, Cobain was once again a prisoner to misery. Cobain described the abuse and lack of attention he received as a youth and now he would hate the abuse of an overwhelming amount of attention. Cobain helped push his personal pains with alcohol and an ever-growing heroin addiction.

To the surprise of maybe a few, not even the drugs protected Cobain from several suicide attempts and finally joining the ranks of rockers like Hendrix and Morrison. He left behind a wife and daughter, and a legacy that can put a man on the faces of a million dollar labels much longer than he had died in relative obscurity at a ripe old age.

Graduation: A Student’s Nightmare

Deborah A. Allard
Archway Staff Writer

With finals just around the corner and the memories of pre-registration and coursework pressure can be seen in the eyes of us all. For seniors the burden is even greater. I don’t know that anyone else has such feelings of fear, anxiety, helplessness or obligation more than a senior being thrust into the bowels of the work force. We college students getaway with our current school. I think about it. If we don’t work, it’s O.K., we’re college students; we have no obligations. So we eat cereal for supper, drink all weekend or wear a baseball cap to class to conceal the unwashed hair that resulted from another night out, that’s O.K.

The days of wearing jeans and sneakers, watching cops and sleeping through class, because, “what the hey, its not a job or anything,” are over for the seniors. They’ve had their last year. There will be no more spring breaks and coming home at 3 a.m. will not be feasible when there’s a job to be done at 9 a.m., if there’s a job, which is an even greater fear. All they can do is reflect on their carefree days at Bryant and try not to grow up too much. We will all remember different things about our college years (the best time of our lives, we have been told) because we are all different people, but in a way we are the same.

We can all remember our first semester at Bryant, putting a little sticker on our car that says BRYANT COLLEGE in bright yellow letters and trying to remember not to walk through the arch, but to walk around the arch.

For me, I remember moving in, I remember the day that I packed up all of my belongings and they stood back to look at my bare room. A picture of my mother was hanging on my wall was gone. I stared at the clean square sheet that it left behind and knew that if I ever went back it would never be the same again.

We have all shared similar feelings of starting college and now that we are here, we all share similar feelings about leaving. But, for graduates that time has come.

They will walk through the arch for the very first time with a sense of accomplishment, knowing that they have worked very hard to be there. When they come back to visit us as alumni, they will have to fight the habit to contribut to the under graduate path around the arch. There will be many new students dressed in jeans and sneakers and wearing baseball caps on their heads, trying to remember to walk around it. CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!

Oozball: Fun In The Sun

Scott Beverly serves during an Oozeball match last year.

Jacque Shaldjian
Student Alumni Association

Well, Spring fever seems to have finally hit Bryant College. As you walk around campus, you will find few engaged in rollerblading, playing basketball, or simply hanging out on the grass. As the semester winds its end, I know you’re all anxious to return home and start your summer vacation with friends and family. And why not?

With all the work, projects, and exams you have had, you definitely deserve a break. And if that is what you are looking for, the Student Alumni Association has got just the thing for you... OOOZBALL! It’s volleyball in the mud like you have never experienced it before. Yes, at first it may sound disgusting. But once you are in it playing with your friends, you will quickly change your mind. It really is a lot of fun and you will definitely get a lot of laughs out of it.

This year the games will be held Saturday April 11, 1994 down in the pit behind the Unistructure (where the rugby team practices). Oozball is played with 9 players on a team. Each team is limited to 3 subs. We have had more than 15 teams sign up to play. And for those of you standing on the outside, watching the action from a distance, SAA has something for you too... ProFMTM. They will be down there playing all day long. It’s their birthday. Be there or be square. ProFMTM is a beautiful powder that is perfectly safe and colorless. It is applied on your skin to protect you from the sun. We recommend wearing a sunscreen with a sun protection factor of 15 or higher. Sunscreen should be reapplied every 2 hours or after swimming or exercising.

We have had more than 15 teams sign up to play. And for those of you standing on the outside, watching the action from a distance, SAA has something for you too... ProFMTM. They will be down there playing all day long. It’s their birthday. Be there or be square. ProFMTM is a beautiful powder that is perfectly safe and colorless. It is applied on your skin to protect you from the sun. We recommend wearing a sunscreen with a sun protection factor of 15 or higher. Sunscreen should be reapplied every 2 hours or after swimming or exercising.

Corporate Annual Reports

Ben Ide
Reference Assistant

When read with caution, corporate annual reports are an excellent source of information for determining current and future performance of a company. Annual reports are written and filed with the SEC as a result of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. This important act was passed to protect potential investors from fraudulent and extravagant claims put forth by companies. Today, annual reports with more than 500 shareholders and a million dollars in assets must publish an annual report within 90 days of the end of the fiscal year. It is important to remember that annual reports are written to convince the investors and the writers attempt as best they can—through glossy pictures and sometimes ambiguous text—to convey a positive corporate image. Read the footnotes presented at the end of the document to clarify any ambiguities in the text. Also, the Accountant’s Report, sometimes labeled “The Report of the Independent Certified Accountant” will set forth any warnings or qualifications on the information reported.

The corporate records collection at Hodgkin Memorial Library is being expanded. Nearly 500 additional records are being received from businesses both local and nation-wide. Here is a listing of sources from which we are currently requesting corporate records.
Bravo to the Bryant Players for Little Shop of Horrors

Deborah A. Allard
Arts & Entertainment Staff Writer

Bryant College might be a busy place for a school who doesn’t have a show for the arts? Not true. The recent performance in Little Shop of Horrors conformed the suspicion that Bryant students are more than business-minded.

The exceptional cast and crew of the Bryant Players sang and danced their way through four showings of the musical Broadway performance last weekend.

Students, parents and friends laughed with horrific humor at this story of romance and greed up until the last bow. Mr. Mushnik’s flower shop, on skid row, was the setting for murder and was washed out dreams to.

The exceptional cast and crew of the Bryant Players sang and danced their way through four showings of the musical Broadway performance last weekend.

Students, parents and friends laughed with horrific humor at this story of romance and greed up until the last bow. Mr. Mushnik’s flower shop, on skid row, was the setting for murder and was washed out dreams to.

As Seymour, played by Phil Klos, looks on, B.B. King-The Blues Are Alright

Audrey II takes a bite out of Mushnik, played by Don Widowger, and washed out dreams to. Normally noted for his blues, B.B. King once said, “The blues are alright.” He proved last Wednesday that he is the King of the Blues. He showed the patrons of The Strand that he is the King of the Blues. He showed the patrons of The Strand that he is the King of the Blues.

Amps Roll,” and rolling into the more alternative and contemporary acts, the STRAND swayed to the sounds of B.B. King and his “girlfriend,” Lucille.

B.B. King-The Blues Are Alright

Listening to the music was like riding in a classic Cadillac. B.B. was equally at home rocking the insta-tain in “Playing With My Friends,” or cruzing down the boulevard in “ Ain’t Nobody Home.” B.B. once said, “The blues had a baby, and called it rock ’n roll.” He proved last Wednesday that he is the King of the Blues. He spent the second half of the performance seated. He told the crowd, “I’m not in time,” cause I’m tired, I’m just reminding the crowd, he eased into “The Thrill is Gone.”

Known as a premier showman, B.B. knows the effect a crowd can have on a band. He would stop playing, point at a band member, who would continue playing, and grab his hands in, “Let’s hear it!” If he wasn’t satisfied with the applause, as happened with his nephew, saxophonist Walter King, he would repeat it, to the delight of the crowd, Each band member was given the spotlight, and a chance to shine.

The encore was only one song, B.B. ’s own “When Love Comes to Town.” However, the band continued to jam as B.B. signed autographs.

Entertainment In The Area

The Strand
79 Washington Street
Downtown Providence 227-9900

Every Thursday—AGGRESSION—Wendell G. from 55.5 WBRU plays the best in alternative hard core aggressive music. Bring your attitude! Admission $3.00.

Every Saturday - The Exclusive 95.5 WBRU Alternative Dance Party Admission $5.00 over 21, $7.00 under 21.

TCHAIKOVSKY’S SYMPHONY NO. 5 and CARPENTER’S SKYSCRAPERS, Rhode Island Philharmonic Classical Concert, April 23, 223 Richmond Street, Providence, RI 331-3223. Tickets are $18.00, $28.00 and $32.00

Trinity Repertory Company
201 Washington Street
Providence, RI 51-4242

Molière’s THE MISER, April 15 through May 22—Molière’s best known farce about a man in love with money. Tickets are $24 TO $30

University of Rhode Island Theatre
Kingstown campus, 792-5843 presents: Steel Magnolias, April 21-23 and 27-30 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6.00 for students, $8.00 for others

Twentieth Century Fox
Watch for PCU, a new movie based on a college whose curriculum is political correctness. Coming soon to a theater near you.

APPLE VALLEY CINEMA
229, EXIT 18 in Smithfield
All Shows are $2.00

For more info. 233-6600

The Pelican Brief (PG-13) Romeo is Bleeding (R)
Beethoven’s 2nd (PG) The Fugitive (PG-13)
My Girl 2 (PG) China Moon (R)
The Remains of the Day (PG) Sugar Hill (R)
Grumpy Old Men (PG) Mrs. Doubtfire (PG-13)

Annual Reports, cont. from page 5


John Travolta
Olivia Newton-John

Friday, April 22, 1994, 9 p.m.

The lights of the Bryant Center Patio

Co-Sponsored: SPU and Residence Life
CLASSIFIEDS


GRASSROOTS ACTIVIST WORK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT. Help protect Rhode Island's coasts & its valuable wetlands. We have openings on our community organizing staff to help put environmental legislation into the hands of the people. Full and Part time positions also available. Call Erika 331-6972. EOE.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Earn up to $2,000+mo on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel. Summer & Fall.

Subway Bryant Center and Delta Chi join in "Heroes for Hunger" Food Drive Sunday, April 24.

In an effort to restock the shelves of local food banks across North America and Canada, Subway is asking everyone to bring canned goods to the Subway-Bryant Center. As a thank you, everyone who brings in a canned good will receive a free regular 6-inch sub. Over $2500 Subway stores will be present at the event with the goal of collecting three million cans of food.

The Brothers of Delta Chi will be the special guest sub makers.

Do Your Part. Be Recycle Smart! Please, Recycle Me!

Week of:
4/22-4/28

FRIDAY
Hot Cereal
Ham and Eggs
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Sausage
Cheese Bagel
Blueberry Coffee Cake
Chili
Charm Chowder
Charm Deli
Chicken Fajita
Rigatoni Marinara
Oriental Vegetables
French Green Bean
French Fries
Del/Grill
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit
Braised Fish
Oven Fried Fish Fillet
Steak Teriyaki
Grilled Salmon
Salad Bar
Del/Grill
Baked Potato
Pasta & Caillou
Circus
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit
Pumpkin Bread

SATURDAY
Hot Cereal
Ham and Eggs
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Bacon
Patty Melt
Cheese Pizza
Chicken Patty
Salad Bar
Potato Puffs
Italian Vegetables
Hash Browns
BREAKFAST BOSCUS
Assorted Desserts
Chili
Fresh Fruit
Donuts
Bagel
Vegetable Egg Roll
Bacon
Cheesecake*
Chicken Hawaiian
French Fries
Del/Grill
Sausage*
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit

SUNDAY
Hot Cereal
Ham and Eggs
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Pancakes
Bacon
Patty Melt
Cheese Pizza
Chicken Patty
Salad Bar
Donuts*
Del/Grill
Sausage Tolled*
Sauces*
Roasted Vegetable Soup
Vegetable Medley
Hormy Rolls
Chili
Fresh Fruit
Donuts
Bagel
French Toast
Italian Vegetables
French Toast
Salad Bar
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit
Bread

MONDAY
Hot Cereal
Ham and Eggs
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Pancakes
Bacon
Patty Melt
Cheese Pizza
Chicken Patty
Salad Bar
Donuts*
Del/Grill
Sausage Tolled*
Sauces*
Chili
Chicken Noodle Soup
Greek Salad*
Vegetable Fried Rice
Ham & Cheese Crescent Calzone
Grilled Cheese*
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit
Donuts
Bagel
French Toast
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit
Roast Po'Boy
Baked Stuffed Fish
Breaded Fish
Salmon Steak
Sausage Bar
Sausage*
Rice Pilaf
French Toast
Spinach
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit
Dinner Rolls

TUESDAY
Hot Cereal
Ham and Eggs
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Breakfast Burrito
Pancakes
Ham
Bacon
Dresses*
French Toast
Sausage*
Del/Grill
Bread
Del/Grill
Coffee Cake
Sausage
Gently
Ravioli
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit

WEDNESDAY
Hot Cereal
Ham and Eggs
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Breakfast Burrito
Pancakes
Ham
Bacon
Donuts*
Del/Grill
Sausage Tolled*
Sauces*
Chili
French Onion Soup
Steak and Cheese*
Vegetable Fried Rice
Ham & Cheese Crescent Calzone
Spinach* Del/Grill
Del/Grill
Sausage Tolled*
Sauces*
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit
Seafood Nuggets
Pasta*
Broccoli* Cheese Frittata
Broccoli* Cheese Frittata
Broccoli* Cheese Frittata
Broccoli* Cheese Frittata
Broccoli* Cheese Frittata
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit

THURSDAY
Hot Cereal
Ham and Eggs
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Breakfast Burrito
Pancakes
Ham
Bacon
Donuts*
Del/Grill
Sausage Tolled*
Sauces*
Chili
Steak and Cheese*
Vegetable Fried Rice
Ham & Cheese Crescent Calzone
Spinach* Del/Grill
Del/Grill
Sausage Tolled*
Sauces*
Assorted Desserts
Fresh Fruit

*Treat Yourself Right

Attention, on-campus students! If that wonderful time of the years again! Time to spend up and be counted! Sure, you know who you are. But, does anyone else? Of course not, that's why this is the perfect segment for recognition. 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, etc. It's time to give credit to the residents who have been the pillars of this community. It's time to celebrate the incredible work these students have done. So, let's make this day special and remember the hard work of our on-campus students!
ATTENTION GRADUATING STUDENTS

The Career Services Office continues to post positions. A number of excellent opportunities are currently available. Watch the bulletin board and stop by the Office for details!

CAMPUS SCENE

Alpha Phi

by Kathy Mullinley
Hey sisos! How much longer to Spring Weekend? What are finals? First of all, congratulations goes out to Zonk, who finally got engaged to Steve over the weekend. It’s about time, but at least it finally happened.

Our formal was this past weekend, and all WKA can say is thank God it’s finally over. The weather could have been better, but all in all, it was a wonderful weekend. There were hardly any problems, except for the little incident Saturday afternoon. Security was loving us by the end of the weekend, especially when we all left the room and moved to the lobby.

Kazoos, are you are finally going to learn how to shave? And Swist, aren’t you happy you finally went with a real dad?

Congrats to Karit who was awarded Ben Sis—you deserve it. Also, congratulations to all of the sisters who received awards from the formal.

A question for everyone to ponder: When will the Comfort finally get potato skins? I hope it will be soon.

In awards this week—SOTW and Spring Weekend? What are finals? I don’t know.

So come to our shows. They are your representatives to the Board. They are Michelle VanDussen, of Tuppers, and Doug Paulson, of the Country Comfort. Welcome! We all look forward to working with you. Employees are here for you, so use them. You should feel free to discuss any of your concerns to these two delegates. They are your representatives on the Board and have voting powers equal to the rest of the board.

The March of Dimes is still happening. However, we were a little disappointed with the turnout. One of the most powerful men in the country comes still being taken at the BRYCOL House (Box 9) or SPB office (Box 9). This is an important event and I encourage everyone to take some part in it. More information can be obtained by calling the House 231-1220 or the SPB office 232-6118. If you still haven’t ordered your ArtCarved ring, what are you waiting for? Just come by the House Monday through Friday, 3-5 p.m., and you can place an order. We have a fine selection for you to choose from. You can also pick up a catalog if you need more time to think about it.

That is all for now. As always, we are here to serve you.

College Republicans

by Paul V. Lisa
Hello everyone! The Bryant College Republicans would like to start off by saying thank you to all the candidates that attended Sunday’s meeting. Senator Chafee, the Congressional Candidates, Linc Almond, and John Holmes all made fantastic remarks and we appreciate them taking time out of their busy campaign schedules to talk with us.

We would also like to thank both the students, and the one faculty member, for their attendance. It was greatly appreciated and will not be forgotten. Overall, the meeting was a success. However, we were a little disappointed with the lack of campus support shown. One of the most powerful men in the country comes...
to campus, and less than acceptable attendance is gathered. Hopefully the next time a candidate with such status decides to visit Bryant there will be more interest on both the student and faculty side. Take care and see you next week.

Delta Chi

by Frank L. Malagro

Here we are towards the end of Greek Week and the only thing on people’s minds is how far away Spring Weekend is. The priorities are definitely in the right order.

Baloo has recovered from his road trip to Providence and returned to the gymnasium to raise more money for U.C.P. Support for this worthy cause would definitely be appreciated. Cy-ya when I-cya.

Quote of the Week: “What are you going to do about it”

Delta Zeta

Karate Club

by Jacques Perrault

The end of the semester is just around the corner, but we still have a number of events planned! There are a couple of demonstrations in the next few weeks. First is the spring weekend demo, which we will be performing with permission from the semester. Then, on May 7 we will be putting on another demo for the Special Olympics.

Another important event: elections! They will be held next Tuesday (the 26th) after class. Anyone interested is welcome to run for a place. Even if you can’t make it to class for the workout, try to get there for the after-class voting.

Kudos to Phil for organizing everyone else who helped out in organizing the self-defense course Wednesday night in Hall 15.

That’s all for now. Keep coming to class for more info on what’s going on - Phil Seal

Phi Sigma Sigma

by Kim Brennan

Hi everyone! The first thing I want to start off with is congratulating Rachel and Dave on their engagement. We wish you two the best of luck! This past weekend was our formal and the sisters had a great time. Marlo turned in her paws. Good luck to everyone at their graduation ceremony.

The end of the semester is just around the corner, but we still have a number of events planned! There are a couple of demonstrations in the next few weeks. First is the spring weekend demo, which we will be performing with permission from the semester. Then, on May 7 we will be putting on another demo for the Special Olympics.

Another important event: elections! They will be held next Tuesday (the 26th) after class. Anyone interested is welcome to run for a place. Even if you can’t make it to class for the workout, try to get there for the after-class voting.

Kudos to Phil for organizing everyone else who helped out in organizing the self-defense course Wednesday night in Hall 15.

That’s all for now. Keep coming to class for more info on what’s going on - Phil Seal

Student Programming Board presents

SPRING WEEKEND '94

WET 'N' WILD WEEKEND

FRIDAY, APRIL 29

4 p.m. Volleyball Tournament - Behind Koffler
Sponsored by the Volleyball Team

5 - 9 p.m. Summertime Anytime Beach Party Behind Koffler

10 p.m. Comedian - South Dining Hall
Sponsored by G.P.C.

SATURDAY, APRIL 30

1 - 6 p.m. Track Activities Featuring:
- The Machine, Red Apple, Superbug, and Shoot the Moon
- Novelty Events: Gyro, Outrageous Obstacle Course, Fun Photos, Tattoo Artists, and Dink Tank

2 p.m. Volleyball Tournament Finals - Track

9 p.m. Bryant's Best Food Challenge - South Dining Hall
Sponsored by GAMMA. $1 donation to benefit John DeShaw Memorial Fund.

10 p.m. Comedian - South Dining Hall
Sponsored by Residence Life

SPB member! Come see the show, Saturday night, come to the Bryant Center patio. She is a dynamic singer that you MUST see. She will start performing at 1:00 p.m.

Then, it’s time for WET ‘N’ WILD WEEKEND! Kick-off to Spring Weekend will be Friday, April 29 starting at 4:00 p.m. A volleyball tournament will be going on behind Koffler as well as the Summertime Anytime Beach Party. At 10:00 p.m. head over to South Dining Hall for a Comedian sponsored by GPC!

Saturday, the day begins at 1:00 p.m. at the Track with The Machine, a Pink Floyd cover band. Next up is Bryant’s very own Red Apple followed by the winner of the WBU Rock Hunt, Superbug, and finally, Shoot the Moon, an alternative cover band. While listening to the bands, you can watch the volleyball finals or dunk someone in the dunk tank.

Later, Saturday night, come to Bryant’s Best Food Challenge at 9:00 p.m. or go to a Comedian at 10:00 p.m. Both events are in South Dining Hall.

Guest wristbands go on sale everyday after 2:00 p.m. at Info Desk. Only one guest band per Bryant student is allowed. Be sure to get your guest wristbands ahead of time because they need to get it on campus for the weekend. Any questions? Call 222-0418 and ask an SPB member!

Well, that’s all for this week! This is your weekend to have fun and spend good times with good friends so pray for SUN and 80 degree weather!!
special Olympics

by kristen frissell

the special olympics committee would like to thank everyone who came to our comfort night last week. we will be having another comfort night on friday, april 22. sumo wrestling is almost here! the big event will take place on wednesday, april 27, from 7:00 to 10:00 in the main gym. it will cost $2.00 to speculate and $5.00 to participate. sign-ups will be held on thursday, april 21, from 11:00 to 3:00 in the bryant center. spots are limited, so make sure you sign-up! if you can’t make the sign-up at the specified time, please contact rebecca at 232-8111. have a great week, and we’ll see you at the sumo wrestling competition!

thaet phi alpha

by janna erickson

hey theta! hello everyone—rust off—excellent job paddington—many thanks for your hard work, time, and effort—love, your sisters.

the 1994 theta phi alpha pledge formal went fabulous. congrats go out to superman, for winning our 2nd annual bugler of the year award.

also a hearty welcome to our new award “the bugling couple.” this award was granted to the ever-deserving wendy lou and axl. congrats! let me just say that you earned it!

we hope that no one mistakenly thought our formal to be phi kap’s. there were just too many of them there—enough said!

we also hope roppute had a good time—even though he got beat up by his brothers. you are still full-on bugler, even though you didn’t win the award.

althea/fabulous job on the t-shirts. they look awesome.

“him” was happy and that made everything better.

george made a smashing debut and there was also a special guest star—joe lawrence! by the way, the sun rises at 4:32 in waterville.

have you seen groundhog day?

cappa come out of the bathroom you bugler!

megan—would now be a bad time to hand you this?—debbie em, i apologized to the manager for you and i even bought you a lamp—molly.

pixie keep your hair out of the barbecue!

gemini—“dreams can come true!”

what song was it? some-thing is on fire—a finger-nail!

dennis and tom—thanks for thursday night; i would like some bread!

and on a more serious note, senior—we hope you liked your gift, it came from the heart—which is where all of you will remain forever! see ya, later theta!

88.7 WJMF

“the ten bravest cuts of the week”

the WJMF Top 10

For Week Ending 4/23/94

1. Down With Disease - Plush

2. Selling the Drama - Live Soundtrack

3. Big Indian - Superbug

4. Cut Your Hair - Pavement

5. Longer - Green Day


7. Spoonsman - Soundgarden

8. No Excuses - Alice in Chains

9. Barns - The Cure (The Crow Soundtrack)

10. Spin the Bottle - The Juliana Hatfield Three

You may even get paid for reading it. After all, this book from MasterCard offers lots of useful tips on finding a real job, and it’s written for students by students. To order your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard:

It’s more than a credit card. It’s smart money.
Women's Track Gets Ready for Tri-States

Angelo L. Corradino
Archway Sports Writer

The women's track team braved the torrential downpour and high winds at Bridgeview State last Saturday in a tune-up for this Saturday's Tri-States meet.

In a non-scoring meet, the team had a strong showing, even though their times might not reflect this fact.

"Overall we did OK. However, conditions were not great for competition," coach Charlie Mandeville said. "We did well across the board and dominated the meet."

Amanda Friedrich replaced injured Heather Cronce in the 5000 meter and knocked 40 seconds off her time. She finished second with a time of 20:19.

Mandy LaPierre placed third in both the 3000-meter and 1500-meter with times of 12:08 and 5:34, respectively.

Other distance runners also did well; Jackie Erath was fourth in the javelin and 27 feet nine inches. Merrimack's Ellen Bolland was fifth with a time of 18.2. Also, Samina Vahdat ran the 100 meter high hurdles in a time of 20.09, and Melissa Roberts posted a time of 73 seconds in the 400 meter intermediate hurdles.

Bryant also had some help from their field events. Ellen Bolland was second in the long jump with a distance of 15 feet eight inches, she was also second in the triple jump with a distance of 33 feet three inches. Deej Kruzel vaulted four feet 10 inches in the high jump for a second place finish.

Megan McInerney placed second in the discuss with a toss of 102 feet and second in the hammer throw with a toss of 102 feet.

Other field participants included Donie Beattie with a toss of 102 feet in the javelin and 27 feet nine inches in the shot-put.

Heather Brown hopped, skipped, and jumped 31 feet 11 1/2 inches in the triple jump, and Jen Hagen covered a distance of 30 feet two inches.

Next up for Bryant are the Tri-States which will be held here Saturday starting at 10:30 a.m.

The team is very optimistic about this upcoming meet. "We will do real well," three-captain Megan Davis said. "We can win the whole thing if everyone works at it."

Official Roster 4 on 4 Grass Volleyball Tournament Spring Weekend '94

Team Name:

Captain:

Phone:

Box:

List Players: (Any Combination of male and/or female)

Greg Brown, Bentley (So., Amherst, NH)

Daniele DeLuca, Assumption (So., 2B, Franklin, MA)

Kerr McMullen, Quintipiac (So., 2B, Swanton, MA)

Deb Partridge, Bentley (Sr., 3B, Turners Falls, MA)

Mark Cohans, Merrimack (Sr., Montreal, Quebec)

Moe Tekoh, Quintipiac (Sr., Poughkeepsie, NY)

All times are PM unless otherwise noted.
Eggsware came away with a 12-4 victory, and in game one Kelli victory. In Ube nigbtcap NE-10; by winning five and drop­for the cycle (a single, a double, a triple, and a borne run). The softball team improved their

**Baseball Stuggling for Wins**

Eric Handa
Archway Sports Editor

The Bryant baseball team lost 8-3 in a well played contest last Friday against nationally ranked New Haven University. Bryant looked forward to its first home game against Assumption, but was rained out on Saturday. Bryant got behind early 6-0, but rallied back into the game. Brian Terio provided the offensive spark for Bryant. Mike McCarrhan pitched well, but suffered the loss. Scott Stapleton hit a first inning homer to propel his season total to 6. Bryant however was plagued by stranding runners in scoring position all afternoon.

Bryant is home Thursday against Suffolk. Bryant travels on Friday to St. Michaels in Vermont and will be playing a weekend series of games on Friday and Saturday.

The team will travel back Saturday night for a filled week of games. Bryant faces Stonehill Tuesday, Bentley on Wednesday, Lowell on Thursday.

On Saturday of Spring Weekend Bryant faces nationally ranked Springfield College at home the plays Providence College on Sunday. In all Bryant will play seven games in a four day span to almost conclude the season.

**Softball Controls Their Own Destiny**

Looks to Make Playoff Run

Angelo L. Corradino
Archway Sports Writer

The softball team improved their record to 20-15 overall, 5-7 in the NE-10; by winning five and dropping three last week.

Yesterday the team battled conference rival Assumption and split the doubleheader.

In game two, Assumption came away with a 4-0 victory, after Bryant had squeezed by 5-4 in extra innings to win game one.

Prior to the games, coach Bob Reali said, "Today is a turning point in the season. Assumption is usually one of the top four in the conference, two wins would be big.

Bentley came to town on Tuesday, and were swept by Bryant. In game two, Bentley jumped out to an early 3-1 lead. Bryant was then able to cut the lead to 3-2, before Kristin Mikula hit a home run to triple Bryant ahead for good. Bryant won the game 6-3.

The first game saw Bryant explode for seven runs in the first, to grab an early lead and never look back. In the end, Bryant cruised to an 18-2 victory.

During the game, center fielder Sujoy Lopes, named the first softball player in Bryant history to hit for the cycle (a single, a double, a triple, and a home run).

On Friday, the team traveled to RIC and came away with two impressive wins, giving the non starters a chance to play. In the nightcap to the twinnbl, Kristin Regan took the mound and recorded an 11-3 victory, and in game one Kelli Eggware came away with a 12-4 victory.

Brian Terio getting ready to bat during a 8-5 loss to Bentley on Tuesday.

Kimbie Mikula (7) drives a ball down the line during a 18-2 walkoff over Bentley on Tuesday.

The team also faced cross state rival Brown on Thursday but came up on the short end of the stick in both games. They dropped game one 4-3 and game two 3-2.

"We played well, but we did not get runs when we needed them," Reali added. "We had runners in scoring position, we just could not bring them home."

Powell continues to lead the team in offense. In the game against Assumption, Powell reached a career milestone when she collected her 200 career hit, becoming the first Bryant softball player to do so. She is currently third in the conference in batting with a .46 average.

Sure Langianis is eighth in the conference with a .440 average. Powell is also third in the conference in doubles with 15.

Another big factor to Bryant’s success this season has been Heather Lopes who is third in the conference with 13 steals in 13 attempts. The team is heading out on the road to battle some tough Division I schools over the next few days. They will face Providence College today and Vermont on Friday. The team is looking at these games to help them with their rendering conference schedule.

"Our playoff chances are in our own hands. We are not looking for someone to lose, we must keep on winning," Reali stated.

The team will remain in Vermont on Saturday to face St. Michael’s. They will then travel to Stonehill on Tuesday, before returning home to face UMass Lowell on Wednesday.

**Men’s Track Keeps Up the Pace**

Angelo L. Corradino
Archway Sports Writer

Despite the heavy rains and over­all drummy day, the men’s track team was able to take third out of 13 teams at Bridgewater State last Saturday.

Without placing first in any event, Bryant was able to stay close to the meet leaders Bridgewater State and Umass Dartmouth.

The top performance of the day came from sprinter Elliott Yeper. In his four events, Yeper was in the top five finishers for each race.

Individually, in the 200 meter, he was third with a time of 11.5; and he placed fourth in the 200 meter with a time of 23.5 seconds.

In the 4 x 400 meter relay, Eric Nelson, Tom Gaspar, Pete Gosselin, and Yeper took second with a time of 3:59. Also, the 4 x 100 meter relay team; Yeper, Brett Ingram, Sujoy Suighi, and David Shaidmole, came in third.

* Gaspar also had a good day, he was fourth in the 800 meter with a time of 2:01 and fifth in the 1500 meter with a time of 4:14.

Other top runners included Shaidmole, fourth in the 110 meter high hurdles with a time of 16.9; and Gosselin who finished sixth in the 10,000 meter with a time of 36.50.

In the field, Ingram tossed the javelin 159 feet four inches for a third place finish and Tim Norcott placed eighth with a toss of 126 feet two inches. In the long jump, Marty Bedard reached 18 feet two inches for a seventh place finish and Ingram was tenth with a jump of 17 feet nine inches.

The team is preparing for their biggest meet of the season, the Tri-States, which will be held here on Saturday starting at 10:30 a.m.

Bryant is four-time defending champions.

For the latest in Bryant College Sports Information Call 232-6736 the automated sports hotline:

press 1 for inter-collegiate schedules and scores
press 2 for intramural schedules
press 3 for sports complex hours
press 4 for sports club information

**THLETE of the Day**

Amanda Friedrich

This week’s Athlete of the Week is Amanda Friedrich of the women’s track team. In the meet at Bridge water last Saturday, Friedrich replaced injured Heather Crence in the 500 meter, and knocked 40 seconds off her time. The latter of whom added a time of 20.19 in her only event of the day.

Friedrich is a freshman on tryout major from Hammond, New York.
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